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1. Introduction  

1.1 Group members 

Our group consists of Kristin Brænden, Magnus Li, Martine Rolid Leonardsen, Nicolai 

August Hagen and Simon Oliver Ommundsen. We are five master students, four of us from 

the Informatics: design, use, interaction programme, and one from the Informatics: 

programming and networks programme. All of us are interested in wearable, emergent 

technology, ethics and information technology. In addition to this we all have credits in 

general, social and personality psychology. 

1.2 Project theme and vision 

During the last years there has been an emergence of new technologies for tracking ourselves. 

Such trackers may come in the form of pedometers, health apps for smartphones, 

smartwatches or wristbands for continuous heart rate measurement (e.g. Fitbit), to name a 

few. These instruments for self-measurement have created a new movement called “the 

quantified self”, which is concerned with how we may use quantitative data to facilitate 

awareness about ourself and our environment. In recent years, the movement have focused on 

on-body-trackers, also called wearables or wearable computers.  

 

These apps, wristbands and watches do indeed create awareness about ourself. They let us 

gather huge amounts of data, but often lack the ability to tell us what to do with the 

information provided. They do not suggest actions we might take to improve our well-being. 

In our project, we want to explore how we can create meaningful and predictive information 

from the aggregated data from devices and self-reporting. We also want to look at the ethical 

questions that follows from using such devices. 

1.3 Why this project? 

We find this subject particularly interesting because of its even mix of different domains; 

technology, use and context, awareness, psychology, privacy, ethics and personal well-being.  
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We want to analyze the bigger picture around these new technologies and devices. This way 

we can look at them as a part of a holistic ecosystem, an entity, hence not only the smaller 

elements they consists of.   

 

We will explore how wearable sensor input can help predict and support physical and 

psychological health assessment. Can the data suggest specific actions to improve current life 

situation? What are the ethical consequences of using wearable sensors? 

1.4 Target group  

Our target group is within the age range of 20 to 30 year. We will focus on people that are 

interested in their own health and the use of self-tracking devices in their everyday lives.  

1.5 Method 

To examine our research questions, multiple methods have been used and our prototyping has 

been intertwined with, and a part of, our data collection. In this subsection we will present the 

method of the collection of data for the exploration of relations between different variables, 

measured in our daily life. The methods used for evaluating the data input and presentation 

interfaces will be described in the evaluation chapter. A more thorough description of how 

we used the different methods in our process is described under the chapter Prototype. 

1.5.1 Gathering data for exploration of relations 

To investigate the relation between different sensory data, and the knowledge that follows, 

we have collected information from real subjects through an elicitation diary (Lazar, Feng & 

Hochheiser, 2010). Each participant reported to a web form three times daily (N = 5) for 

about 4 weeks. To avoid the extensive legal issues involved in storing this kind of 

information about people, we used our self as test subjects for the data collection. This 

greatly reduced the reliability of the study, but we still feel it will be sufficient as we are 

taking an exploratory approach. As we were not sure what kind of knowledge we would get, 

or what predictions we would be able to do based on the data we gathered, we approached 

this in an inductive approach, with no pre-defined hypotheses.  
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After the data collection process we used a grounded theory approach to categorise the large 

amount of data, and their relation, to explore what knowledge we could get out of it. More 

details regarding the data collection is presented in chapter 3.1, and some validity issues 

related to this is discussed in chapter 4.1.  

 

2. Thematic background  

2.1 Quantified Self 

The thematic background of our project is in exploring the concept of the “Quantified Self”. 

In its simplest from, quantified self relates to the data acquisition on aspects on a person’s 

daily life (Quantified self, 2015). The term is also called lifelogging, body hacking, or 

personal informatics. Even though technology based logging has been a phenomena since the 

1970’s, advancements in technology has continued to push the boundaries of what, where and 

how we can collect data. Alongside with a wearable explosion (development in cellphones, 

cellphone ecologies, fitness trackers etc.) sensors and tracking equipment has become 

affordable and highly available. Wearable technology poses a series of ethical issues that we 

will touch upon later on, mostly regarding privacy and personalisation of data usage.  

 

Rhodes, Minar and Weaver (1999) describe wearable computing as a paradigm where sensors 

and data tracking devices are put on the users to collect data. This helps prevent privacy and 

personalisation issues. Wearable computing is in opposition to ubiquitous computing, where 

sensors are placed in surrounding artefacts that adjust the environment based on user 

behaviour. The latter has strengths with regards to processing information from multiple 

sources and providing localised information to users due to high centralisation of storage and 

processing (i.eg. smart rooms, Nest). This leads to security issues as large amounts of data is 

highly vulnerable should a cyber attack occur. The former, on the other hand, has a high 

degree of security, but a low degree of providing localised information and control, as the 

nodes are low resource and specialised units that process one type of sensor data. With the 

arrival of smartphones, we’ve experienced a convergence in the features of the two 

paradigms, as they are able to encompass both in a seamless way.  
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This is particularly visible in recent years, with the launch of i.eg. Google Fit, Apple Health 

and QS Access. The convergence of features and emergence of new use cases are still 

revealing themselves within this domain, most prominent within the health sector. 

 

Research into quantified health assessment has showed that adults are able to produce results 

with extremely high concordance between self administered tests and physician’s clinical 

examination (Beauchet, Launay, Merjagnan, Kabeshova & Annweiler,  2014). These findings 

are the basis of our research question and project. Through our own lifelogging we want to 

see if we can uncover patterns that help us in assessing our own well-being. 

2.2 Contextual Awareness  

There are many factors that can help us measure context related data. Things like light, noise 

exposure and air quality in cooperation with physical data and psychological data, can help us 

get a broader perspective and deeper insight in our daily lives and our well-being. One aspect 

we need to take in account is context, as context awareness can help us provide knowledge of 

the environment (Pascoe, Ryan & Morse, 2000).  These metrics were in our consideration 

when we started the project, but since we only had two months to finish, we narrowed our 

focus to the assessment of psychological and physical data, as it was challenging to create a 

prototype that captured all desired measurements.  

2.3 Collecting contextual data in the most efficient way  

Research has been conducted on the field of contextual information.  From this research we 

have obtain insights on contextual awareness involving wearables and mobile devices.  We 

looked at devices used by ethnographers to collect data quickly in difficult conditions.  There 

is one particular paper, that we will obtain inspiration from to resolve our problem.  Pascoe et 

al. (2000) describe the fieldworker and their need to collect data quick and effortless. The 

four characteristics of the fieldworker that they describe in the article, will be important for us 

when we’re designing for context awareness. Those four characteristics are: dynamic user 

configuration, limited attention capacity, high speed interaction and context dependency. The 

characteristics are described in detail in the prototype section.  
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Another research field that we find interesting and inspiring for the exploration of context 

awareness, is research done on context-aware communication. Schilt, Hilbert and Trevor 

(2002) talks about how systems can give context information to systems autonomous, instead 

of typing in for example: at lunch, manually. To give an example of how this autonomous 

information is possible to collect, the mobile device can measure metrics like this:  “Lee has 

been motionless in a dim place with (low) ambient sound for the last 45 minutes” (Schilt et 

al., 2002). Then the system knows that Lee is enjoying his dinner at a restaurant.  

 

We discussed if we needed multiple devices, and our conclusion was that it is better to have 

two interconnected devices to differentiate between two different purposes. View the data, 

and collect the data. A screen based smart watch (apple watch, pebble etc..) can be regarded 

as the most persistent and unobtrusive screen interface that users carry around at all times to 

this date, in that sense that the user have it on their wrists at all times, it is a attention seeker, 

but not in the same way as the smartphone. The smartphone gives the user the opportunity to 

procrastinate and seek information in the same way as a laptop. The smartwatch is too small 

to use as an entertainment platform alone. And our goal is to gather psychological 

information as scarcely perceptible as possible throughout the day. Its also a better way to 

obtain physical information such as heart rate, steps and sleep, because it is placed right over 

the main artery. It is also the easiest wearable for changing the interface, it gives us the 

opportunity to maintain how the data is collected. We can evaluate, test and change metrics 

unlike with screenless watches/wristbands, which are static and unchangeable. Our goal is to 

create something seamless between two artifacts, with focus on the context-awareness of the 

artifacts ecology (Jung, Stolterman, Ryan, Thompson & Siegel, 2008). We want to make 

something non-disruptive, where one artifact collect data and the other analyses and 

visualizes.  

2.4 Measuring everything, everyday   

Some ethical implications may occur, when measuring psychological and physical data. 

Will self-measurement benefit users, or will it be more disturbing than beneficial?  These 

questions arose in the beginning of the era of self-quantification, and at this point it supports 

the “Janus-faces” metaphor for mobile technology that Arnold (2003) is describing. 
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It can be both safe and dangerous to always be aware of our internal organs (e.g. heart rate) 

and psychological state. There is both significance and implications attached to this type of 

technology as the technology presents itself different to different users. For example if you 

are unaware of a physical condition, and your wearable tells you that your heart rate is 

abnormally high, it can save your life. But if you are a person scoring high on the personality 

trait neuroticism and you monitor your stress level at all times, and regards this as abnormal 

when it’s actually not, it can make you even more stressed and it can be dangerous for your 

health.  

 

There are also other ethical issues we need to take into account. Who owns the data? And 

who can actually see them? To this day, the privacy issue is a highly discussed theme. It is 

important that the user knows who’s watching and for which purpose. For example: The self 

tracking data can be interesting information for your general practitioner or the medical 

adviser in different emergency force professions such as firefighters or police. The data we 

are planning to collect is highly sensitive in the sense that it’s not just quantification of 

physical measurements like steps and heart rate, but also psychological data that shows the 

user's well-being. So the question regarding the privacy policy is highly relevant when 

developing a system like this.   

3. Prototype  

In order to create a visual prototype showing tendencies in different measurement levels, it 

was important to base the prototyping on real values. Our prototyping process has therefore 

combined data collection, evaluation and exploration, and consists of four elements; Google 

Forms, a workshop, a Java program and “final” prototypes. Google Forms were used to 

collect physical and psychological data, and also functioned to explore how to report and 

assess measurements on the go. We conducted a workshop to gather ideas and explore how to 

visualize and use the data we collected. A Java program was created to analyse and aggregate 

data collected from the forms. After combining the results of our workshop and analysing the 

actual data collected, we created two prototypes, a smartwatch and a dashboard, used to 

explore tendencies in the data collected. 
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3.1 Google Forms: Data collection 

We created two Google Forms to assess our physical and psychological statistics, and used 

the format of an elicitation diary. The data collected through the diary forms is mainly 

quantitative, but we also have some qualitative data from the free text entry boxes in our 

diary forms, where the subjects can type in other relevant information. We assessed ourself 

three times a day for one month, following the schedule in Table 1. In total we gathered 1708 

data points of psychological data, and 194 data points of physical data. 

 

Table 1: Assessment schedule 

9am 2pm 8pm 

Physical information for yesterday 
 
Psychological information 

Psychological information Psychological information 

 

3.1.1 Physical statistics 

The physical statistics were gathered by reporting the results of each person’s tracking 

device, mainly focused on number of steps and hours of sleep. These statistics were entered 

in retrospect in the morning. We also added a free text entry field, though this proved difficult 

to include in the final quantitative analysis in the Java-program and prototypes. 

 

Table 2: Physical measurements 

Number of steps * Elevation Calories burned Hours of sleep * 

Hours of deep sleep Hours of REM-sleep Hours of light sleep  

* Mandatory fields 
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3.1.2 Psychological statistics 

The psychological assessment was based on self-rating, which can be tricky in scientific 

experimental terms. Mainly because of the large individual differences in the mental models 

of the concepts being rated (Bordens & Abbott, 2002). But since the purpose of the data is to 

correlate and see patterns within the data collected by each participant, and not between the 

different participants, this is not that problematic in our project. We discuss issues related to 

this in the evaluation chapter.  

 

Table 3: Psychological measurements 

Energy level * Stress level * Productivity * Socialization * 

Meals * Units of alcohol * Other comments  

* Mandatory fields 

 

 

Figure 1. Each psychological factor is rated on a scale from one to five, based on the participant's 

self rating. The number 3 was considered as “average”. 
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3.2 Workshop 

We conducted an internal workshop consisting of the project group members. The focus of 

the workshop was to explore all ideas of how to visualise the data, and how to bring the 

context into our prototype. An important aspect that we discovered in the workshop was the 

need for different views of the data, as the user needs different information whether he wants 

to know about the past, the present or the future. In addition to the time aspect, the user needs 

different information “on the go” than when they the possibility to sit down and interact with 

a computer. This is reflected in the outcome of our two prototypes. 

 

 

Figure 2 - Workshop 

3.3 Java program  

In order to explore relationships between the different factors that we measured, we created a 

Java application for generating meaningful statistics. The interface was terminal-based, as the 

main objective of developing the program was to analyse the data collected, and not display 

them in a reasonable fashion. 
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Figure 3: Menu from our Java program running in Terminal. Source code available at 

http://tinyurl.com/QuantifiedSourcecode  

3.4 Smartwatch  

The watch was designed with the four characteristics of the fieldworker described by Pascoe 

et al. (2000) in mind: 

1. Dynamic User Configuration:  The user needs the possibility to track measures “on 

the go” without having to sit down with a computer. It is often easy to forget how you 

felt at a specific point, and the data needs to be collected at the right time, and not 

hours later. This is one of the main reasons that we made the functionality for entering 

physical measures into the clock, in addition to the physical measures that it collects 

automatically.  

2. Limited Attention Capacity: The user should have the possibility to focus on their 

everyday lives, and the time devoted to interacting with the watch should therefore be 

minimized. The interface is therefore simplified, with only a few functions at each 

screen, and as much information as possible should be collected in an automated way.  

3. High-speed Interaction: It should be possible to enter high volumes of data quickly, as 

the user may be in a hurry when it is time to enter the measurements. In our prototype 

we focused on limited functionality in each screen, with big buttons that are easy to 

see and hit. 

4. Context Dependency: In addition to the measures you enter, the context must also be 

recorded. In our case, the watch communicates with a computer program, and all the 

measures are linked together. This will give the user context information in addition 

the the data entered.  

 

http://tinyurl.com/QuantifiedSourcecode
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We also focused on giving the user a quick overview of the day, and tips for improvements. 

The interface of the smartwatch is made for quick and effortless measurements throughout 

the day. The watch notifies you when it is time to measure, and the first measurement takes 

place exactly one hour after you wake up. You may choose how many times you want to 

measure during the day by clicking on the “Measure” button in the app. But it will notify the 

user at least three times a day. When you press the measure notification, it will bring you 

right into the measure function.     

3.4.1 Watch prototypes 

 

Figure 4: Menu  
 

 Figure 5: Measurment screens 

 

Figure 6: Improvement 

suggestion 

 

Figure 7: Quick overview, sleep and stress 
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Figure 8: Notifications for measurements 

3.5 Dashboard   

As it is very important to be able to go into detail on your past data, we found that a sole 

smartwatch app would fall short. Therefore, we designed a web dashboard where users can 

view and discover tendencies in their own data set. This means that we have focused on not 

only presenting pure data points for the user, but relating all the data to each other, and 

showing where the user might improve or is already doing well. A very important aspect is to 

present information visually and with normal language, explaining to the users what to look 

for in the data sets. This is a combination of presentation current quantified self apps lack, as 

they are only presenting your data to you and not putting it in a context. We highlight “bad” 

values (e.g. little sleep, high stress levels or low energy levels) in red, while “good” values 

(e.g. recommended amount of sleep, low stress levels or high energy levels) are green. A full 

scale PDF of the prototype can be found at http://tinyurl.com/QuantifiedWebPrototype . 

 

Another important aspect of our prototype was also to see if it was possible to see trends or 

patterns from the data set, or if it would all vary too much to make sense. The data points in 

the prototype are therefore based on collected data from the diary survey, and show that it to 

a high degree is possible to find clear trends in measurements. 

 

We have used three main visualization methods to display the information, namely heat 

maps, continuous line graphs and radar charts (Yau, 2011) as they have different advantages 

of representing data over time and in relation to each other.  

http://tinyurl.com/QuantifiedWebPrototype
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The prototypes are displayed in figure 9, 10 and 11. The first figure show heat maps 

presenting a general overview, giving a brief summary of where you can improve or are 

doing well. In addition to this it shows a weekly aggregation of data, showing how your 

measurements are spread throughout the different weekdays. The last two figures show how 

to present a more detailed view, focusing on tendencies related to specific measurements. In 

the radar charts the user can see how other measurement levels relate to the measurement at 

hand, illustrated by stress levels in the prototype. We also present a predictive measurement 

“forecast”, that predicts next day’s levels based on your history.   

3.5.1 Front page and general overview   

 

 
Figure 9: Heat maps give a general overview over high and low values, to let users see how 

they generally rate themselves during an aggregated time period. 
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3.5.2 Detailed view of a single measurement - showing tendencies 

 
Figure 10: Written text provides assistance to reading the continuous line graph, and 

provides a corresponding emotional forecast.  

 

Figure 11: The radar chart shows the five axis, from the top and clockwise; stress levels, 

energy levels, productivity, socializing and meals.  
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4. Evaluation 

In this project we have evaluated both the data entry process, and the presentation of the 

aggregated data. For the data entry process we have used ourself as participants, for reasons 

described in the method chapter. Our prototype was a Google Form, also described earlier. In 

this chapter we will be reflecting on both the validity of the user’s self measures, and the 

usability of the data entering interaction.  

 

To evaluate the different concepts and interfaces we have explored for the data presentation, 

we will be using representative participants from our target user group, all independent from 

our project and this course. In this chapter we will present the evaluation plan, results, and 

some reflection upon the data.  

4.1 The data entry process 

Through the month we were using our Google Form-based data entry prototype, we got some 

useful, hands-on experience with our method of self-measure, and data recording. We 

discovered two major issues.  

4.1.1 Data reporting 

After some days of measuring, we quickly discovered that the data entry process could be a 

little too much when required three times a day. Here we think that the cost-reward ratio is an 

important motivation factor to ensure long term usage of this kind of manual entry approach. 

During our evaluation, we had the artificial motivation of generating data for the course 

project to drive our extensive reporting. A user in a natural setting, uninfluenced by the 

motivation of an ongoing course project, might have a different experience of this.  

According to interviews with participants from our target group, the chance for long term use, 

is to a high degree determined by how much value the user see in the data presented after 

collected and analysed (See section 4.2.3 for more). 
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4.1.2 Self rating 

A large part of the data entry consisted of self-measurements on subjective factors such as 

energy level and productivity. To rate our current state of mind on a scale from 1-5, three 

times a day was pretty hard. Both our general experience and the data collected, suggests a 

quite strong tendency to use the middle measures, avoiding 1 and 5, and for the most part 

stick to 2 and 3. The narrow use of points in the rating makes an important issue, since it 

affects the process of finding correlations and tendencies between the variables.  

 

Another issue, linked to the validity of the data gathered in our data entry process, is that the 

information for each individual participant were gathered in a common spreadsheet, open for 

all the group members. Since we used our self as participants, this did not result in any 

extensive ethical issues, but may have created a social desirability bias (Social desirability 

bias, 2015), reducing the internal validity of the data gathering.  

4.2 Data presentation 

4.2.1 Evaluation plan 

Evaluation goals 

Through this evaluation we want to get early stage feedback on our general data presentation 

concepts and the interfaces used. 

  

Main questions 

- What does our target group think about our concept?  

- Is the interfaces used to present information good? 

- Is there some conceptual changes that has to be made? 

- Does the users have some other preferences regarding interfaces? 

 

Evaluation method 

To explore our research questions we will do a guerilla test (Simon, 2013), or a quick, 

formative user testing in an controlled environment. Controlled, because of the early stage of 

our interface concepts, and the low fidelity of our prototypes.  
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In a one-on-one interview setting, we will present sketches, supplementing with spoken 

descriptions. The interviews will be in the form of informal, semi-structured sessions, where 

the participants can ask question, and promote their own idèas or critic at any time.  

 

Practical issues 

The interview sessions will be held in the group rooms at Ole Johan Dahls hus. Each 

interview will last for approximately 15 minutes, and the session will be recorded, and later 

transcribed for analysis.  

 

Ethical issues 

Since we are recording the interview, we will ask the participants to sign a form of  informed 

consent. As will not be storing any personal and sensitive information, and our user group 

does not require any special ethical consideration, there is no need for any other measures to 

be taken.  

 

Data quality and presentation 

As this is a formative evaluation, intended to test our concepts in an early stage, the validity 

and reliability of the data is not a big concern at this time. The evaluation will give us data 

that we do not intend to generalise to a larger set of users. Although, by selecting people 

representative for our target group, we hope to find some important common patterns that 

will give us insight in what direction a further development and exploration in this field 

should take.   

 

Regarding our internal validity, our approach have some obvious systematic error sources. 

Subjective bias, both for the interviewer and the participants introduces uncontrolled 

variables that could affect the result. We will try to keep a neutral atmosphere during the 

interview to minimize this effect, although, as discussed earlier, minor validity issues is not 

that important in this formative evaluation.  

 

The data we get out of the evaluation will be quantitative transcriptions of the interviews. 

Reliability issues is a common problem when analysing qualitative information (Bordens & 

Abbott, 2002), mainly due to the analysers subjective bias. We will try to minimize this by 

using two group members when analysing the data from the interview. 
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4.2.2 Execution 

With the participants we evaluated two different groups of prototypes on possible user 

interfaces. Examples of the prototypes groups are shown below: 

 

  

      

 

 

 

 

 

Group one         Group two 

         

As showed above, the first group of prototypes the participants evaluated was a visualisation 

application meant for tablet, mobile phones or computers. The second group was meant for a 

smartwatch application, with example interfaces from Apple Watch. In this open ended 

interview process, we wanted to hear more about the participants reflections, thoughts and 

ideas for the different interfaces. This exploratory setting resulted in insightful user 

information on the prototypes.  

4.2.3 Results 

On the first group of prototypes, as illustrated above, many of the participants described 

that the color coding scheme on the application was a bit difficult to understand. Did the dark 

red color indicate a high degree of a measure (e.g. sleep), or did it indicate the opposite? The 

same application-page was also considered a bit boring by some.  

 

The same problem with the colors was also the case on “General overview” (figure 9), but 

this interface was highly appreciated by the participants because it was more detailed and 

informative - showing the best and worst averages of your measures. As one of the 

participants pointed out: “The page on ‘Tendency of stress’ is easy to understand, and gives a 

quick and easy way to see possible correlations between different variables”.  
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In frames number three and four, displaying stress levels in different ways, all of the 

participants preferred the graphical solution over the textual description of stress-levels. Still, 

some of the participants noted that the textual description is also useful because it clearly 

describes the most and least stressful days.  

 

On the second group of prototypes, there were a lot of positive comments on the smart 

watch interface, mainly due to its simplicity and intuitiveness. Both simplicity in reporting 

and data visualisation. We noted that the participants seemed to prefer simple graphs over 

more detailed ones. As one of the participants stated: “I get more out of simple graphs, 

quickly informing me about how I can improve. Still, the information needs to be highly 

motivating and interesting for me to see - or else I will ignore it”. In other words, there 

should be a good gain, to bother to do this every day. 

 

Evaluation regarding the concept of self-reporting,  

One of the things that were most appealing for our participants was the simple data-entry 

process through the smartwatch application (shown in figure 5 on entering levels for 

measures). The reason for this according to the participants was that it allowed for a quick 

reporting process - which is an important factor for actually wanting to do the reporting in the 

first place.  

 

Another interesting input from the participants was that the measurements could be logged 

automatically to reduce the workload of the users. The work load was considered by many of 

our participants to be an important factor regarding to use the applications or not.  In other 

words, some of our participants were skeptical to the concept of extensive self-reporting, and 

wanted the logging to be mainly an automatic process. Still, some important measurements 

(e.g. Energy level) could not be automatically reported. When we asked the participants how 

to solve this, they suggested reducing data entry plots throughout the day - rather 3 than 5 

entry points.   
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Conclusion 

Throughout our project we have experienced first-hand how it is to track many aspects of our 

lives for a full month. Throughout this process, we found that it is possible to find clear 

tendencies in our physical and psychological measurements. We also found it very awarding 

to work continuously with evaluation and prototyping, not really knowing where our results 

would take us. Our experience is that it is more awarding to see your data in a bigger context, 

and not be too concerned about the specific day-to-day numbers, as we found it cumbersome, 

and too a certain degree stressful to be so aware of our psyche and physical performance. The 

ethical issues in this project are highly present, and we see challenges both in relation to 

storing data, and the extreme awareness around one’s own quantification.  
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